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SP45.3SP45.3
Bird protector setBird protector set

Code SP45.3
GTIN 6418677405327
ENumber
Name Bird protector set

For line insulators
Description SP45.3 Bird protector prevents failures

created by birds or other animals in bare
or covered lines. SP45.3 is suitable for
different pin and line post insulators.
SP45.3 is easy to install even in line angles
or when the conductor is attached to the
neck of the insulator. SP45.3 covers arc
protecting devices (i.e SEW20.2) in covered
conductor lines and it is weather resistant.
Extra length can be achieved in
combination with SP31.3 Delivered in
complete sets of 3 pcs.

Technical specification

DimensionsDimensions

Weight:Weight: 0.88 kg

RatingsRatings

ETIM class:ETIM class: EC002976 

ETIM 7:ETIM 7: EC002976 

SpecificationSpecification

Use:Use: SP45.3 Bird protector prevents failures
created by birds or other animals in bare or
covered lines. SP45.3 is suitable for different
pin and line post insulators. SP45.3 is easy
to install even in line angles or when the
conductor is attached to the neck of the
insulator. SP45.3 covers arc protecting
devices (i.e SE20.2) in covered conductor
lines and it is weather resistant. Extra
length can be achieved in combination with
SP31.3 

Construction:Construction: Weather and UV resistant plastic. 
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Construction:Construction: The SP45.3 delivery includes:

Bird protector unit 3 pcs

PER14 cable tie 12 pcs

PER14.4 cable tie 3 pcs

Installation:Installation: The SP45.3 bird protector is mounted on pin
or line posts insulators with the provided
cable ties. No tools required 

Markings:Markings: Ensto 

Standard:Standard: Standard 

ETIM

ETIMETIM

Insulated neck diameter:Insulated neck diameter: 130 mm

Packaging

Default packageDefault package

Unit:Unit: PCS 

Pallet packagePallet package

Unit:Unit: PCS 

Size:Size: 80 

Length:Length: 1200 mm

Width:Width: 800 mm

Height:Height: 1120 mm

Weight (net):Weight (net): 70 kg

Weight (brt):Weight (brt): 92 kg

Volume:Volume: 1.0752 
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